
BostInno's Third Annual State of Innovation Forum

BOSTON, MA

Join more than a thousand business leaders and professionals for an

afternoon of high-profile keynote speakers, cutting-edge panel discussions,

invigorating workshops and incredible networking at BostInno's third

annual State of Innovation Forum. This year's State of Innovation Forum

focuses on defining what it takes to continue Boston's growth as a leader in

innovation. From the city's most successful pillar companies to the smallest

high growth startups, Boston's industry leaders share how they conquered

crucial aspects of their businesses and their strategies to scale. After the

afternoon of high-profile speakers, upbeat programming and interactive

discussions is over, celebrate with an exclusive networking reception and

after party.
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Managing Cyber Risks in 2024: Regulatory
Compliance, Litigation Risk, Third-Party

Cybersecurity Incident Exposure
APRIL 24, 2024

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

FIA Law & Compliance Division Conference 2024
APRIL 24–26, 2024

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

18th Annual Flagship Conference on Economic
Sanctions Enforcement and Compliance

APRIL 29, 2024

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
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